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TEACHING IDEA INFORMATION 
 
1. Title of the teaching idea. 
 
“A Global View: International and Interactive Storytelling” 
 
2. This idea is for teaching (check one or more):  
 
___x__ newswriting 
___x__ reporting 
_____ editing 
 
 
3. I have used this idea in a course titled:  
 
Multimedia Journalism 
 
 
4. This idea is good for students who are (check one or more):   
 
_____ freshmen 
___x__ sophomores 
___x__ juniors or seniors 
___x__ graduate students in a professionally oriented program 
 
 
5. What is the goal of the assignment or exercise? (100 words or less) Briefly describe the point of the 
assignment or exercise. What is the assignment supposed to help students learn? 
 
The goal is two-fold: To give students hands-on experience interacting with diverse sources and creating 
multimedia content to enhance online storytelling. Leading up to the assignment, students study how to 
recognize cultural biases and deal effectively with them. They also study the concepts of multimedia storytelling, 
including how to identify the best medium for particular stories. This assignment gives them the opportunity to 
put into practice the techniques and concepts they have studied and discussed in class. They gain confidence in 
their interviewing skills and their ability to use multimedia to tell interactive stories. 
 
 
6. How does the assignment or exercise work? (100-200 words) Please briefly describe how the teaching idea is 
implemented. What does the professor provide? What do students do? How long does the assignment or 
exercise take? What materials or equipment, if any, are needed? What is the final product? 



 
The first product of the assignment are online multimedia pieces that include a 250-word profile of an 
international student, a photograph of the subject and a short audio piece that features the interviewee’s 
favorite saying or proverb, spoken in his or her language. The final product is an interactive map (using Knight 
Lab’s StoryMap) created by students as a group to highlight the individual multimedia pieces.  
 
To begin, the instructor assigns students to interview international students from specific countries or regions in 
order to show a representative cross section. Before students conduct the interviews, they research the 
communication customs of their interviewee’s native country and discuss their findings in class, along with their 
thoughts about assigned diversity readings.  
 
After writing the profiles, students peer edit and revise them. Once the instructor provides written feedback on 
the revised text, photos and audio, students post the multimedia pieces online on a WordPress-based CMS.  
 
Students then spend a class period studying examples of interactive maps and follow instructions to create their 
own interactive StoryMap, using content from their completed multimedia pieces. The map contains links to 
their online multimedia pieces.  
 
 
7. How is the assignment innovative? (100 words or less) What makes this idea good for teaching in the 21st 
century or preparing 21st century journalists. 
 
Today’s aspiring journalists are preparing to enter a vastly changing world in terms of both demographics and 
communications. As the U.S. continues to become more diverse, journalists need to understand the importance 
of being culturally aware and how to interact with diverse groups. Likewise, as audiences turn to new platforms 
for news, journalists need to understand how to engage them through interactive multimedia. This assignment 
can be adapted in many ways, including creating other multimedia content like video. Since this is the first 
multimedia assignment students in my course complete, I wanted them to begin with photos and audio. 
 
8. What pitfalls have you encountered in using the idea and how did you overcome them? (100 words or less) 
What stumbling blocks are there to student success on the assignment? How did you help students overcome 
those? 
 
Adding multimedia content to the mix often can be challenging for students, especially those who still struggle 
with reporting and writing. That’s why the text component in this assignment is a one-source, 250-word text 
profile, which is relatively easy for them to write and for me to provide feedback on. The focus then can be more 
on the multimedia – in this case, photographs, audio and an interactive map -- which require technical 
instruction that is new to most of the students. This assignment breaks down the multimedia process into 
doable chunks so students don’t get frustrated.  
 
9. What it the impact of the assignment or exercise? (100 words or less) How have your students benefited – in 
your course or later – from this teaching idea? How has the idea helped your teaching? 
 
I think this assignment helps students understand both cultural diversity and multimedia storytelling in a 
practical and real-life way that is not contrived. Students responded positively about it in their reflections. 
Several said the assignment made them think carefully about the interview process and how they ask questions. 
Others said they learned the importance of pre-interview research, which helped them be prepared for 
communication differences.   
 
The assignment also gives them practice using a big portion of their journalism toolkit. They report, interview, 
shoot and edit photos, capture and edit audio and write a web story and headline.  
 



 
OPTIONAL SUPPORTING MATERIALS 
 
You may (but are not required to) attach relevant supporting materials in Word, PDF, Excel or JPEG formats 
when you send this form to 21stcenturyteachingtips@gmail.com. If you attach an example of student work 
using the teaching idea, please send not more than TWO examples of work. (That could be one example each of 
two students’ work or two examples of one student’s work.) If you have supporting materials that are in file 
formats other than Word, PDF, Excel or JPEG, please do not e-mail them. Instead, post them online and direct 
judges to a URL where they can find the materials. 
 
I (choose one): 
 
__x__ Am attaching supporting materials 
____ Am not attaching supporting materials  
 
I have supporting materials judges can view online at (type in URLs):  
 

 Example of assignment produced in multimedia course: 
http://www.newsnetnebraska.org/2015/04/20/unl-international-students-represent-more-than-100-
countries/ 

 

 Knight Lab’s StoryMap website: http://storymap.knightlab.com/ 
 
 
ENTRANT INFORMATION 
 
First or sole author: Michelle Carr Hassler 
Department: College of Journalism and Mass Communications 
College or university: University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
School mailing address: 243 Andersen Hall, Lincoln, NE 68588-0443 
Summer mailing address: same 
Summer e-mail address: mhassler3@unl.edu  
Summer phone number: 402-580-5816 
 
Check one:  
__x__ full-time faculty member 
____ adjunct or part-time professor 
____ graduate student (teaching my own course or as a teaching assistant)  
____ other (please explain your position and any affiliations) 
 
Co-author (if any):  
Co-author’s department: 
College or university: 
School mailing address:  
Summer mailing address: 
Summer e-mail address: 
Summer phone number: 
 
Check one:  
____ full-time faculty member 
____ adjunct or part-time professor 
____ graduate student (teaching my own course or as a teaching assistant)  
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____ other (please explain your position and any affiliations) 
 


